
Sitting in the Gap Study Guide – November 10, 2019 

Genesis 18:1-10; Hebrews 13:1-8; & Ephesians 4:1-7,11-16 

(Click on scripture above to link directly to each passage in the NRSV on biblegateway.com.) 

Note: These are NOT among the assigned texts for this week’s lectionary, but were chosen thematically for our worship 

 

 

Suggested Study / Prep 
 

1. Read the passage(s) in several different translations and/or paraphrases (e.g. NRSV and The Message) 

2. Read the provided commentary(s) below 

3. Visit and explore some of the additional resources links (and/or explore your own commentaries, 

resources, etc)  

4. Reflect on the provided questions 

5. Generate your own questions and “wonderings” 

 

 

Commentary on Genesis 18:1-10  (by Valerie Bridgeman, workingpreacher.org, July 21, 2019) 
 

T he Abraham/S arah cycle in the F irs t T estament is  full of odd s tories . 

 

And, except that it is  S unday-school familiar to many C hris tians , this  particular s tory in the cycle is  especially odd. 

It’s  not odd because three “men” show up “out of nowhere” and need hospitality. It’s  the kind of oddity where the 

deity circles  back on a promise made many years  before and many times  over. E xcept now, Abraham is  old, and 

presumably feeble. Why should they believe G od this  time? T his  question might be a very good preaching s tarter for 

anyone wanting to preach this  text. I know it’s  not the obvious  question, but if proclaimers  remind lis teners  of the 

saga by putting this  passage in context, there are so many poss ibilities . 

 

F or example, Abram has  heard this  promise and it made him leave his  father’s  house and to venture out to a god he 

did not know and for -- if we were not believers  and numbed to the adventure -- sound like grandiose and fantastical 

promises .  In the larger narrative, there are missteps and efforts  to help G od along the wa y to keep the promise of 

progeny, land, and legacy. All for the want of the promise, for want of a son. Again in G enesis  15, Abram has  

another vis ion where G od reminds  him of the promise of progeny, land, and legacy. T his  time, Abraham pushes  

back: “B ut Abram said, ‘O L ord G od, what will you give me, for I continue childless , and the heir of my house is  

E liezer of Damascus? ’ And Abram said, ‘Y ou have given me no offspring, and so a s lave born in my house is  to be 

my heir” (G enesis  15:2-3). B ut G od ins is ts  on the original promise. Not E liezer, but a son of Abraham’s  loins  and 

S arah’s  womb. V is ion is  followed by vis ion in that chapter. If you read them closely, my hunch is  that you will think 

them strange, what with pass ing between pieces  of ritually s laughtered animals , terror, smoking pots , and flaming 

torches , and more promised. If we don’t think them strange or odd, it is  only because we have gotten accustomed to 

the s trangeness . Despite this  vis ion, this  reminder, Abraham fathers  Ishmael by forcing Hagar into s laver surrogacy 

in G enes is  17.  B ut G od says , (my words) “Not the one, s ir. I said a son with S arah.” If one follows  this  s tory line, 

they would be concerned about whether G od is  going to come through, just as  Abram/Abraham was .  

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Genesis+18%3A1-10&version=NRSV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Hebrews+13%3A1-8&version=NRSV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Ephesians+4%3A1-7%2CEphesians+4%3A11-16&version=NRSV
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P reaching this  text means helping lis teners  have a sense of this  s trangeness  and long -suffering waiting for such a 

promise. It would explain a lot about S arah’s  laughter and Abraham’s  skepticism. Over the years  we’ve cleaned it 

up with our s torybook vers ion of what happened, but by the time three men show up in the desert, and Abraham 

(and the other men in this  household) are presumably weak after recovering from circumcis ion, the meal is  the 

preparation for the line in verse 10: “I will surely return to you in due season, and your wife S arah shall have a son.” 

What are a feeble, tired, hot, now-99-year-old man and his  wife expected to believe? I also believe preachers  ought 

to expand the passage to include verses  10b-16. T hat way, we would have the added benefit of S arah’s  reactions  in 

the text, and can further explore the long awaited fulfillment, questions  about faithfulness  in the wait, and how to 

hold on to a “word from G od” when all evidence to it being poss ible diminish with every pass ing day. I invite 

preachers  to really explore that faith. 

 

If preachers  think my firs t suggestion is  too much work, there are two others  that seem poss ible. One option is  to 

explore the idea of “entertaining angels  unawares .” I would caution preachers  that nowhere in the text are the three 

men called angels . B ut, as  I have called this  s tory odd, that oddity is  between verses  one and two. “T he L ord” 

appeared (s ingular) to Abraham and “he looked up and saw three men s tanding near him.” Are “the L ord” and the 

three the same? T hrough interpretation his tory, some have used this  text to preach a trinitarian message. T hey’ve 

followed Augustine’s  lead, especially, in his  book writings  “On the T rinity: B ook II,” where he writes : 

 

Y et S cripture at the beginning of that narrative does not say, three men appea red to him, but, T he L ord 

appeared to him. And then, setting forth in due order after what manner the L ord appeared to him, it has  added 

the account of the three men, whom Abraham invites  to his  hospitality in the plural number, and afterwards  

speaks  to them in the s ingular number as  one; and as  one He promises  him a son by S ara, viz . the one whom 

the S cripture calls  L ord, as  in the beginning of the same narrative, T he L ord, it says , appeared to Abraham. He 

invites  them then, and washes  their feet, and leads  them forth at their departure, as  though they were men; but 

he speaks  as  with the L ord G od, whether when a son is  promised to him, or when the destruction is  shown to 

him that was  impending over S odom. 

 

T here have been art and icons  s ince medieval times to depict this  text as  the trinity. B ut this  reading feels  like a 

s tretch, except for preachers  to use the text to point out the wa y the church through the years  have worked to talk 

about the mystery of G od. T hat conversation could be here. How does  Abraham know the one who “appeared” to 

him is  the L ord? What are the ways  we identify and understand out encounters  with the Holy and the  Holy One? 

How do we respond to those encounters? Which brings  me to option three. 

 

T he final option I would offer to preachers  is  to cons ider the level of hospitality Abraham offers  these vis itors . While 

it is  true that he perceives  G od is  there -- and maybe that affects  his  offering -- he goes  all out to provide customary 

care in the desert, and maybe extraordinary care. He runs  to greet them and bows  in honor (verse 2). He offers  

water to drink and to wash their feet. He offers  rest from the heat of the s un, “under the tree,” verse 5. B as ic care is  

what Abraham offers , but what he provides  us  much more. It reads  like the feast for a long lost relative or friend, or 

better yet, a dignitary: cakes , a tender, calf, curds  and milk. 

 

C hris tians  may here that L uke 15 describes  such a feast when the prodigal son returned. Here, I am not calling for 

preachers  to interject J esus  into the s tory, but the quote suggests  that if we greet people as  if they were “of the 

same substance” as  G od, a claim C hris tians  make every time we say people are made in G od’s  image, then 

Abraham’s  response might be ours . P reachers  might explore what expansive and generous  hospitality looks  like for 

believers . It would s tand in contrast to the s tories  about S odom and G omorrah to follow. 

 

T his  odd s tory might yield an abundance of grace. 
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Commentary on Hebrews 13:1-8 (15-16)      
(From Homiletics, “An Instruction for All Time” September 1, 2019) 

All readers  seem to recognize the different tone of Hebrews  13: its  parenetic features , its  short sentences , its  
epistolary quality and its  P auline echoes . 

However, scholars  are divided about the meaning of this  difference. S ome assert that it is  a later interpolation, a 
subtle forgery intended to align the letter more closely with the P auline corpus . Others  argue that it encapsulates  
and reiterates  themes  that are important to the entire sermon. With no manuscript evidence to the contrary, the 
evidence seems to suggest its  originality. C onsequently, the reader is  forced to engage this  chapter and understand 
its  contribution to the author’s  argument. 

C hapter 13 is  certainly not the firs t appearance of parenesis  in this  letter. T he author’s  entire presentation is  a 
careful dance between expos ition and exhortation, but previously in the letter his  exhortation has  most often taken 
the form of warnings  (6:4-8; 10:26-31; 12:15-17) and has  highlighted the necess ity of his  readers ’ holding fast to 
their confess ion. Now, the focus  of his  exhortation shifts  from the primarily doctrinal to the primarily ethical. T his  
ethical exhortation, which explicates  his  readers ’ proper orientation to G od and to others , follows  the great 
importance of offering proper worship to G od because G od is  a consuming fire (12:28-29). T he ability to approach 
and to worship this  holy and awful G od has  very practical applications  for how one should live.  

Using paranomas ia, or repetition of s imilar sounding words , the author’s  firs t instructions  concern love of the s ibling 
() and love of the s tranger (), both of which are very important. B y hosting the s tranger, some 
have even entertained angels  without knowing it, seemingly an allus ion to the s tory of Abraham hosting the 
heavenly vis itors  (G enes is  18 and 19). T he author seems to have no negative appraisal of angels  here, which might 
mitigate the theory that this  congregation was  tempted by angelic worship (often proposed as  the reason for the 
comparison of C hris t and the angels  in chapter 1). C oncerning the love of the s ibling, his  most press ing concern is  
that they remember the brothers  and s is ters  who are in prison or who are being mistreated, a further indication of 
the persecution facing this  community (10:32-34). 

It is  unclear whether the next few instructions  are indications  of actual temptations  in the community or items 
common enough that they found their way into many exhortative passages . T here are two observations  that would 
have had an imperative force. Marriage is  precious  and the marriage act is  pure. Moreover, G od will judge 
fornicators  and adulterers . T his  topic was  important enough for the author to say something, but not so  press ing that 
he spent a great deal of time on this  matter. T he readers  of Hebrews, it seems, were not the C orinthians .  

T he next topic, greed vs . contentment, is  bolstered by two S criptural quotations . He pos its  that one manner of life is  
free from the love of money, and those who live in this  way are satisfied with what they have. T he underlying 
assumption is  that his  readers  should embrace this  way of life. He proves  his  point with a s tatement directly 
attributed to the voice of G od, a common tactic for this  author. In fact, although this  text has  several close echoes  in 
the OT  (G enesis  28:15; J oshua 1:5), it most closely resembles  Moses ’ words  to the people and to J oshua in 
Deuteronomy 31:6 and 8. However, the author has  made a noticeable change from Mos es ’ words , which talk about 
G od in the third person, to a firs t-person s tatement of G odself, in which G od says , “I will never leave you or forsake 
you.” Not only should they be content with what they possess , but their material possess ions  pale in comparis on to 
knowledge of the fact that they are guaranteed the abiding presence of G od. T his  assurance allows  them to be bold 
and claim the words  of the psalmist for themselves . If G od is  their helper, they do not have to fear anything a person 
can do to them (note the correspondence with R omans  8:31). T his  s tatement has  shifted the concern away from 
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strict materialism back to the underlying concern about persecution. E ven if all their goods  are taken away (10:34), 
they should remain content with the help of G od. 

In addition to the help of G od, they have the tangible example of those believers  who have gone before them. T he 
author compels  them to remember their teachers  — what they taught them and how they lived their lives. Here we 
get a clear glimpse of their second-generation s tatus , at least. If they have been able to observe the end of their 
teachers ’ way of life (presumably those who passed on to them the words  of J esus  [2:3]), they are at least a 
generation removed from the original apostles  of J esus . It could be this  removal that prompts  the author to assert 
the unchangeable quality of the primary teacher himself. E ven though his  readers  did not know J esus  in the flesh, 
they can be assured that he does  not change from one day to the next. Moreover, this  s tatement about the 
character of J esus  also seems to align him with G od the F ather, who remained in relationship with humanity even 
though the mode (the covenant and the priesthood) changed. 

In verses  9-14, the author utilizes  several cultic motifs  to explicate more items of exhortation, particularly refraining 
from false teachings  and ritual meals . He also reinforces  a dominant motif of chapter 11, moving toward a city that is  
not presently available. T his  forward-looking s tance will also take his  readers  outs ide the camp to the place where 
J esus  died. 

Verse 15 seems to recall the theme of verse 8, when the author urges  the members  of his  audience to offer up 
continual praise to G od. As  J esus  is  cons is tent, so, too, should they be. T he nature of this  praise reiterates  the 
importance of confess ion seen throughout the letter. T heir sacrifice of praise should be lips  that confess  his  name. 
T his  seems to be an allus ion to the early C hris tian confess ion, J esus  is  L ord, and not just a naming of G od, which 
would have been anathema to J ews  or to G entiles  warm to J ewish customs. T heir sacrifice is  not just to be a 
confess ion of lips , however, but it also includes  the actions  of doing good and remaining in fellowship. J ust as  he 
warned his  readers  not to forget the s tranger, so he warns  them not to forget these actions . T he motivation for these 
things  — confess ion, good deeds  and fellowship — is  the desire to please G od. Hebrews ’ exhortation has  returned 
to the same place it began. T he presence of G od is  both the motivation and the guarantee of right belief and right 
living. 

 

Commentary on Ephesians 4:1-16          (From Homiletics, “Church with Integrity” August 2, 2015) 

E phes ians  4:1-16 begins  what might be called the "paraenetic" section of the epistle. T his  section includes  
instructions  for ethical behavior that is  befitting of believers  in C hris t, and it discusses  the particularity of this  
behavior even within the household (5:21--6:9). T hough the topic of unity among believers  was  already broached in 
2:11-22, here, the author of the epistle specifies  the sorts  of actions  that are required for the achievement of such 
unity in a practical setting. 
 
Verse 1 opens  with an appeal for the epistle's  audience to live in a way that is  worthy of the calling to which they 
"have been called." T he pass ive verb that is  used here could indicate that the one who is  respons ible for doing this  
calling is  G od. In order to show respect and to avoid the naming of G od directly, NT  authors  will often make use of 
this  so-called "divine pass ive" to indicate an action that is  carried out by G od. In any case, the call that is  referenced 
here will appear again in verse 4 as  the author discusses  the hope that this  calling entails . 
 
F ollowing this  general exhortation to live worthily, verses  2-3 begin to spell out the particular actions  that such 
worthy living entails . T he behaviors  and attitudes  that are lis ted here are s imilar to those found in C oloss ians  3:12-
13. T he convergence of ideas  between these two epistles  in this  case is  just one of several ways  in which the letters  
display some conceptual overlapping. Nonetheless , the call to humility that is  is sued here may have sounded odd in 
some ancient settings . In antiquity, social s tatus  depended largely on the acquis ition of honor and the avoidance of 
shame. T hus , an invitation to actively pursue humility would have likely been puzzling, if not revolting, to some early 
audiences  where the gaining of honor and s tatus  would seem preferable.  
 
Nonetheless , humility, along with gentleness , patience and love, are necessary for maintaining unity in peace (v. 3). 
T he topic of peace has  already been broached earlier in this  epistle in 2:14-17. While that earlier pericope also 
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highlighted the theme of unity, the G reek word for unity that gets  used here in 4:3 () is  a rare word that is  
used in the NT  only here and a few verses  later in 4:13. L ike the E nglish word "oneness ," this  G reek term is  
etymologically related to the G reek word for "one," and thus  the word itself points  to the catchword "one" that is  
repeated throughout verses  4-6.  
 
T he change in the s tyle of verses  4-6 compared with what appears  immediately before and immediately after it has  
led to some speculation that these verses  may comprise an early C hris tian hymn or liturgical saying. While it is  not 
poss ible to prove this  suspicion one way or the other, these verses  nonetheless  have a certain rhythmic quality that 
lends  itself to the recital of these words . 
 
T he mention of the "one body" in verse 4 may remind some readers  of P aul's  use of the "one body" image in his  
epistles  (cf. R omans  12:4-8; 1 C orinthians  12:12-13). While the authentic P auline authorship of E phesians  is  
debated by scholars , the use of this  metaphor here seems to be within the broader P auline tradition.  
 
Verse 7 fits  rather oddly in the midst of this  passage. It does  not clearly conclude what precedes  it or introduce what 
follows  it. Nonetheless , the G reek text may suggest that it more naturally goes with verses  4-6. Although the NR S V 
trans lates  the beginning of the verse "each of us ," a more literal translation would be "each one of us ." T he 
repetition of the word "one" in G reek could indicate, then, that the verse is  intended to conclude what was  said in 
verses  4-6, even if this  conclus ion does  not seem to follow logically. 
 
Verses  8-10 introduce a quotation from P salm 68:18 and a corresponding commentary on that text. T his  s tyle of 
biblical commentary, known as  a pesher, is  evident also in portions  of the Dead S ea S crolls  which include an 
extended pesher on texts  from Habakkuk. In the case of the commentary offered here in verses  9 -10, the author of 
E phes ians  offers  a C hris tological reading of the psalm that identifies  C hris t as  the one who ascends .  
 
F ollowing the brief commentary on the psalm in verses  9-10, the author of E phes ians  picks  up on the word "gifts" 
found in the final part of the quotation in verse 8. Verse 11 describes  these gifts  as  various  offices  in the early 
church. While the pos itions  of apostle, prophet, evangelis t, pastor and teacher would seem fairly s traightforward, the 
dis tinction between these s tations  is  unclear, and it could be that there was  overlap in the duties  entailed in these 
jobs . 
 
T he purpose of any of the pos itions  mentioned in verse 11 is  explained in verses  12 -13 as  a growth in unity and 
maturity for believers . T he difference between those who are mature and those who are immature is  carried through 
verses  14-15 as  the author encourages  the epistle's  audience to grow in maturity and to avoid immaturity. T his  
juxtaposition of maturity and immaturity shows  up elsewhere in the NT  as  well, especially where P aul encourages  
his  audiences  to s trive for the former and avoid the latter (e.g., 1 C orinthians  3:1-4; 13:11; G alatians  4:1-7). 
 
Verse 16 closes  this  section by returning to the image of the body that was  introduced in verse 4. C oupled with 
verse 15, though, the body that is  referenced here is  filled out more than that described in verse 4. T his  body has  as  
its  head C hris t. T hus , the unity encouraged by this  pericope as  a whole is  ultimately found in C hris t who "joined and 
knit together" the one body. T his  image of a body growing to fit its  head is  also operative in C oloss ians  2:19 where 
the body is  also described as  being connected by ligaments . T hus , the pericope of E phes ia ns  4:1-16, which 
ultimately began with instructions  for ethical behavior, closes  with a rationale for why such behavior should be 
pursued. As  C hris tians  are a part of one body that has  C hris t as  its  head, they are called (v. 1), even in their various  
pos itions  (v. 11), to act in such a way as  to contribute to the growth of this  body (vv. 15-16) into a unified whole.  

 
 
Additional Resources 

 The Text this Week – a huge archive of commentaries, blogs, sermons, etc.  Note – this site collects 
resources related to ALL of the lectionary texts for a given week…not all will relate to the passage(s) 
being studied, but many will.  You will have to sift and search for these texts! 

 Check out other commentaries available for these texts (and others!) at WorkingPreacher.org.  

http://www.textweek.com/
https://www.workingpreacher.org/
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Reflection Questions on Genesis 18:1-10: 

1. Who are the visiting strangers really in this story?  Is this a singular event, or something more? 

2. Given the saga of Abram/Abraham, and what precedes this story, on what basis could/should the 

promise that concludes this reading be believed?  Is this perhaps something that has taken on the look 

of a promise only in the privileged view of hindsight?   

3. Barbara Brown Taylor has told the story of seeing a man on a street with a sign that said, “What if I am 

an angel, and this is a test?” (Holy Envy, p. 111).  This is not the only story in the scriptures that speaks 

powerfully to our hospitality toward strangers, but it is certainly one of the better known.  How does it 

inform the choices of our own everyday lives (both individually and collectively)?   

 

 

 

Reflection Questions on Hebrews 13:1-8 

1. What are some of the other things that you might add to such a list of virtues or “service well-pleasing 

to God” as the NRSV labels this passage?   

2. Do you really believe that “Jesus Christ is the same yesterday and today and forever?” (v. 8)  Surely not 

our understanding of Jesus, which has unquestionably changed throughout the years?  But then what 

does such a statement mean, and how can we claim it with any certainty?   
 

 

Reflection Questions on Ephesians 4:1-7, 11-16 

1. Is everyone truly given a gift for the benefit of the whole body of Christ?  What of those whose gift is 

not obvious, or whose presence and/or effect on the whole actually seems to be a detriment?  To 

extend the body metaphor, what of the body with cancer?  Is not the body better off without some 

parts that would do harm to the whole?  If so, how do we reconcile that reality with the call to unity in 

this same passage?  If not, what are we to do when some parts of the body / “gifts” weigh us down and 

do harm to the whole?  (Could we ever make such a judgment?) 

2. Think about your own experiences with “speaking the truth in love” (v. 15).  Were you are on the 

speaking or hearing side of the equation?  What is most important, that the speaker is motivated by 

love?  That the hearer experiences love in the interaction?  That the outcome/end result is loving?     
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What questions do you have?    
 
 
 
 
What do you “wonder” about when reading these passages? 


